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In visual experiments that require real-time partial correction of wavefront aberrations, small errors occur that
accumulate over time and lead to drifts in Zernike coefficients of the uncorrected aberrations. A simple algorithm
that does not require the inclusion of an additional optical path to obtain independent measurements of the eye’s
aberrations is described here, and its effectiveness in preventing these drifts is demonstrated.© 2017 Optical

Society of America

OCIS codes: (220.1080) Active or adaptive optics; (220.1000) Aberration compensation; (330.7322) Visual optics, accommodation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Aberrometry and adaptive optics (AO) have made their way
from observational astronomy into visual optics only relatively
recently [1–3]. This technological translation has led to signifi-
cant improvements in retinal imaging of the living eye [4,5] and
to performing applications in visual optics and psychophysics
that would have not been possible otherwise [5,6]. Whereas for
imaging the goal of AO is to correct all of the aberrations of the
eye to obtain the best possible image of the retina (or to leave
some defocus to obtain images of the retina at different depths),
for visual optics, the goal is often to induce patterns of aberra-
tions and measure their influence in subjects’ response or per-
formance of visual tasks.

In experimental visual optics, wavefront aberrations are de-
scribed typically with Zernike polynomials. Manipulation of
wavefront aberrations can then be done by manipulation of
the coefficients multiplying these polynomials. In a generic
AO closed loop setup, a target wavefront specified with
Zernike coefficients is subtracted from the measured wavefront
and the difference used to calculate changes in position of the
actuators of a deformable mirror. Calculation of changes in the
deformable mirror is only possible after characterizing how
changes in the position of the actuators influence the measured
wavefront aberrations through local changes in the shape of the
deformable mirror. For simplicity, the influence function is typ-
ically assumed to be linear, and the relation between actuator
position and measured wavefront aberrations is approximated
by the interaction matrix [7–9]. Its inverse, the command

matrix, maps the deformable mirror’s actuator positions with
wavefront aberrations.

Although the iterative application of generic AO closed loop
operations is effective to correct all aberrations and to induce
fixed wavefront targets (see e.g., [7,9]), it breaks down for partial
wavefront correction. Figure1 illustrates the effects of this
problem with the Mirao 52e deformable mirror (Imagine
Eyes, Orsay, France). (Details about the system are given in
Section2.) Measured Zernike spherical defocus is shown after
setting all other Zernike coefficients to 0� m with the deform-
able mirror. On the left panel, spherical defocus was set to 1 di-
opter (D) or 0.58� m for a pupil with 4 mm diameter, whereas
on the right panel, spherical defocus was left uncorrected—that
is, as measured in each iteration.

In this particular example, the errors in spherical defocus for
the fixed target wavefront on the left panel were positive for
almost all iterations but never greater than 0.02 D. The
sum of the errors over iterations was about 0.4 D in this exam-
ple. Systematic errors in fixed target wavefront correction that
do not cancel out over time have been reported with another
AO setup and deformable mirror (see right panel of Fig. 6 in
Ref. [7]). Although these systematic errors are unimportant for
fixed wavefront targets, they add up, causing drifts in Zernike
coefficients of uncorrected aberrations in partial wavefront cor-
rections, as the one observed for defocus in the right panel of
Fig. 1. In each iteration of the partial wavefront correction,
the defocus of the target wavefront is updated with the
previous measurement after the deformable mirror induced
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some undesired defocus. Since the induced defocus by the
deformable mirror in successive iterations does not cancel out,
unlike for fixed target wavefronts, the error accumulates over
iterations. In this particular and rather extreme (but not un-
common) example, the error in defocus was about� 0.02 D
per iteration and after 50 iterations summed to almost 1 D.
Drifts similar to that shown in the right panel of Fig.1 have
also been observed with the commercial crx1 visual simulator
(Imagine Eyes, Orsay, France).

Drift artifacts in partial wavefront corrections are a direct
consequence of assuming linearity between the electronics that
modify the AO system and real optical changes, whereas the
relation between actuator voltage and mirror deflection is typ-
ically nonlinear, and mirror displacement is spatially coupled
with adjacent actuators [8,9]. Drifts are often nonlinear and
unpredictable and can occur for any Zernike coefficient left un-
corrected, not only spherical defocus. They depend on mea-
sured pupil center and radius, and because of the intrinsic
relationships between Zernike modes, they also depend criti-
cally on which aberrations are being corrected and which are
left uncorrected.

A solution to drift artifacts is to use a more complex char-
acterization of the AO system than a simple interaction matrix
that takes into account the nonlinearities of the system and
coupling between adjacent actuators. But such characterization
would be too complex and impractical, requiring the determi-
nation of a multivariate, most likely nonlinear function that
depends not only on wavefront slopes but also on pupil center
and radius. Another solution is to disentangle the wavefront
aberrations of the eye from the wavefront aberrations induced
by the mirror. One way to do this is to incorporate an optical
path in the system that can make direct measurements of the
natural aberrations of the eye independent from the state of the
mirror [10,11]. But this more complex optical setup requires
two different optical paths, with the corresponding additional
optics and signal losses that adding optics entails. Luckily, drift
artifacts can also be effectively controlled by software with an
algorithm that is computationally efficient and only moderately
more complex than the generic AO closed loop.

In the remainder of this paper, the system’s characterization
and the generic AO closed loop operation are described in
Sections2.Aand2.B; the generic and a drift-control AO closed
loop algorithms are described in Section2.C; examples com-
paring both algorithms are shown in Sections3.A and 3.B;
and final remarks given in Section4. Partial wavefront correc-
tions such as those in the examples in Section3 have been used

previously to study the effects of monochromatic aberrations
on the accommodative response of the eye to steady-state [10],
step [12], and sinusoidally moving visual stimuli [11].

2. METHODS

A. System ’s Characterization Through the
Interaction Matrix
In a conventional setting with a Shack–Hartmann wavefront
sensor withm micro-lenses and a deformable mirror withn
actuators, an AO closed loop operation is performed iteratively
to correct all aberrations of the system or of the eye. But this
operation is only effective if the AO system is well characterized
with a multivariate interaction function that determines with
precision how the commands necessary to change the position
of the set ofn actuatorsa � f a1; � � � ; ang of the deformable
mirror modulate wavefront aberrations. In the Mirao 52e de-
formable mirror, the commandsa are voltages to be applied to
change the actuators position.

The wavefront aberrations can be characterized using a set
of Zernike coefficients and polynomials, as in Ref. [7]; any
other set of polynomials over the continuous unit disk; or with
the slopes that are directly recorded by the wavefront sensor,
as in here and in Ref. [9]. The wavefront aberrations are thus
arranged as a vectorw with 2m elements corresponding to the
slopes in thex axis andy axis recorded in each of them micro-
lenses. Regardless of whether the wavefront aberration vectorw
is described with a Zernike base or slopes, the interaction func-
tion necessarily depends on the number of micro-lenses that are
lit in the wavefront sensor corresponding to the system’s pupil
aperture or the pupil of the eye, and its center and radius. The
inverse of the interaction function could then be used to cal-
culate the commands to change the position of the set of ac-
tuatorsa of the deformable mirror to generate a particular
wavefront aberration.

But as already noted in Section1, the determination of such
interaction function would be too complex and impractical.
Therefore, for simplification, the interaction function is gener-
ally assumed to be linear so that it can be expressed as a matrix
multiplication between an interaction matrixM I and the set of
actuator commandsa of the deformable mirror, thus,

w � M Ia: (1)

The interaction matrixM I can be obtained in different
ways. One method, known as push and pull, entails applying
voltages of� v V andv V to each actuator individually to ob-
tain a total of2n wavefront aberration vectors. If, for a particu-
lar actuator,w� v are the slopes obtained for a voltage of� v V
and wv the slopes for a voltage ofv V, then its influence
(change per unit of voltage increase) on the overall wavefront
aberration is�wv � w� v� � 2v. The interaction matrix, hence, has
dimensions2m× n. In practice, because commonly the AO sys-
tem has a pupil aperture that is smaller than the surface of the
wavefront aberrometer, some micro-lenses will never be lit,
and the interaction matrix will have rows of zeros that can just
be removed.

The custom-designed AO system used in this paper had a
Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensor with40×32 micro-lenses
(HASO4 First, Imagine Eyes, Orsay, France) and a Mirao52e
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Fig. 1. Zernike spherical defocus for a fixed wavefront target and for
a partial wavefront correction. All Zernike coefficients were set to zero
except for spherical defocus, which was set to 1 D on the left panel and
left uncorrected on the right panel. The gray horizontal lines on both
panels are the desired Zernike coefficient.
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deformable mirror with 52 actuators. Figure2 shows a diagram
of the system. The system is calibrated with a He–Ne laser, but
eye measurements and correction are done with the infrared
(IR) diode. A more complete description of the system can be
found in Refs. [13,14]. The voltage used for the push and pull
method to determine the interaction matrixM I was 0.2 V as
recommended by the vendor.

B. Generic AO Closed Loop Operation
The inverse operation that gives the actuator commandsa to
achieve a particular wavefront aberration vectorw can be ob-
tained by computing the Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse of
M I. Alternatively, for practical purposes, the interaction matrix
M I can be broken down into itsn eigenvalues and eigenvectors
(52 for the Mirao52e deformable mirror) with single value
decomposition. Its inverse can then be reconstructed after
filtering out the eigenvectors with very small eigenvalues that
correspond to unimportant, weak aberrations that can generate
instabilities in iterative AO closed loop operations. Call the re-
constructed inverse matrix the command matrixM C. Then,

a � M Cw: (2)

Because Eq. (1) is a linear transformation froma to w, the
same interaction matrixM I can be used to compute how
differences in actuator commands� a modulate differences
in wavefront aberration vectors� w. Likewise, the linear trans-
formation in Eq. (2) is used to compute how actuator com-
mands� a need to change in order to modify wavefront
aberration vectors by� w.

To correct all the aberrations of the system or of an eye, it is
necessary to acquire an image with the wavefront sensor, to
compute slopes for each of its micro-lenses, and to arrange
the slopes in vector formw. The change in actuator commands
� a to correct the measured wavefront aberration vectorw can
be computed from Eq. (2). The generic AO closed loop oper-
ation consists of sending the commands to the deformable
mirror to move the actuators by� a and to acquire an image
and compute resulting slopesw from the wavefront sensor.

The same AO closed loop iterative procedure can be per-
formed to induce wavefront aberrations. Ifwt is the vector with

slopes defining target wavefront aberrations, then Eq. (2) can
be used to obtain the change in actuator commands� a from
� w � w � wt. The slopeswt can be used to obtain a descrip-
tion of the wavefront in terms of coefficients that multiply the
conventional basis of Zernike polynomials. The target Zernike
coefficientsZ t can be obtained by ordinary least squares fitting
of the Zernike polynomials’ first derivatives towt. Its calculation
requires the determination of the center and radius of the sys-
tem’s pupil aperture or of the pupil of the eye being measured by
the wavefront sensor. Likewise, from a set of target Zernike co-
efficientsZ t for a determined pupil center and radius, the target
wavefront aberration vectorwt can be obtained by direct com-
putation of the Zernike polynomials’ first derivatives.

As mentioned in Section1 and because of nonlinearities, in-
cluding spatial coupling of actuators, a single AO operation is in-
creasingly inaccurate as greater changes are required [8,9]. For
most applications, iteratively applying the generic AO closed loop
operation is necessary to induce the target wavefront aberrations
with precision. And yet, small systematic errors still remain [7]
(see also the left panel of Fig.1) that lead to drifts in partial wave-
front correction (see the right panel of Fig.1) if a naïve AO
closed loop algorithm, as described in SectionC.1, is performed.

C. Algorithms for Partial Wavefront Correction
The AO closed loop algorithms described here are similar to the
one described in the previous section that iteratively computes the
changes in actuator commands� a to reach a target wavefront,
with the key difference that the target wavefrontwt is no longer
fixed. Indeed, the targetwt is changed in each iteration according
to the wavefront aberrations measured in the previous iteration.

To make accurate measurements of the aberrations of an
eye, it is necessary to first correct the aberrations of the AO
system. Iterative application of the generic AO closed loop
is generally applied until correction is appropriate, i.e., the root
mean square (RMS) of the wavefront aberration vectorw is at
its minimum. The voltagesa0 that correct the system’s aberra-
tions can be recorded and kept as reference. In fact, they are
important to calculate the aberrations induced by the deform-
able mirror and to perform the drift-control algorithm ex-
plained in SectionC.2.

1. Naïve AO Closed Loop Algorithm
The steps for the most straightforward algorithm for partial
wavefront corrections are as follows:

1. Get wavefront aberration vectorw and pupil center and
radius from lit micro-lenses in the Shack–Hartmann wavefront
sensor.

2. Compute Zernike coefficientsZ from w and pupil
center and radius calculated in Step 1.

3. Set to zero the Zernike coefficients inZ to be corrected
to obtain the target Zernike coefficientsZ t .

4. Compute the target wavefrontwt from the target
Zernike coefficientsZ t .

5. Compute the differences between recorded and target
wavefront slopes, thus,� w � w � wt.

6. Compute changes in commands from slope differences,
thus,� a � M C� w.

Then, apply the command changes� a to move the actua-
tors of the deformable mirror.
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the AO system. Lenses L1, L2, L3,
and L5 are achromatic doublets; lenses L4, L6, and L7 are singlets;
M1, M2, and M3 are flat mirrors; and BS is a pellicle beam splitter.
Redrawn from [14].
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